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Foundations of ComputingThomson Delmar Learning, 1997

	It may sound surprising that in computing, a field which develops so fast that the future often becomes the past without having been the present, there is nothing more stable and worthwhile learning than its foundations.


	It may sound less surprising that in a field with such a revolutionary methodological impact on all sciences and...


		

Essentials of Computer ArchitectureCRC Press, 2017

	This easy to read textbook provides an introduction to computer architecture, while focusing on the essential aspects of hardware that programmers need to know. The topics are explained from a programmer’s point of view, and the text emphasizes consequences for programmers. Divided in five parts, the book covers the basics of digital...


		

Parallel Programming with Intel Parallel Studio XE (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	Nearly all the computers sold today have a multi-core processor, but only a small number of applications are written to take advantage of the extra cores. Most programmers are playing catch-up. A recent consultation with a group of senior programming engineers revealed the top three hurdles in adopting parallelism: the challenges of porting...






		

Seven Concurrency Models in Seven Weeks: When Threads Unravel (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Your software needs to leverage multiple cores, handle thousands of users and terabytes of data, and continue working in the face of both hardware and software failure. Concurrency and parallelism are the keys, and Seven Concurrency Models in Seven Weeks equips you for this new world. See how emerging technologies such as actors and...


		

Rust Programming By Example: Enter the world of Rust by building engaging, concurrent, reactive, and robust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the world of Rust programming through real-world examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement various features of Rust to build blazingly fast applications
	
			Learn to build GUI applications using Gtk-rs
	
			Explore the multi-threading aspect of Rust to tackle...




		

Ansible: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Among the many configuration management tools available, Ansible has some distinct advantages—it’s minimal in nature, you don’t need to install anything on your nodes, and it has an easy learning curve. This practical guide shows you how to be productive with this tool quickly, whether you’re a developer...







		

CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers: Best Practices for Efficient CUDA Fortran ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers shows how high-performance application developers can leverage the power of GPUs using Fortran, the familiar language of scientific computing and supercomputer performance benchmarking. The authors presume no prior parallel computing experience, and cover the basics along with best practices...


		

Compiler Construction: 20th International Conference, CC 2011, Held as Part of the Joint European ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Compiler Construction, CC 2011, held in Saarbrücken, Germany, March 26—April 3, 2011, as part of ETAPS 2011, the European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software. The 15 revised full papers presented together with the abstract of one...


		

Memory Management: International Workshop IWMM 92, St.Malo, France, September 17 - 19, 1992. ProceedingsSpringer, 1992
This is the first book entirely dedicated to the problem of  memory          management in programming language implementation.  Its originality stems    from the diversity of languages and  approaches presented: functional        programming, logic  programming, object oriented programming, and parallel   and  sequential programming.  The book...





		

Space Division Multiple Access for Wireless Local Area Networks (Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
The tendency towards more mobility and flexibility favors  wireless networks for future broadband services, especially in local  area and residential networks. Two major challenges in developing such  high data-rate wireless networks are the channel distortion caused by  multipath propagation and the limitations on bandwidth usage. In this  book,...

		

Explorations in Quantum Computing (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	In the decade since the publication of the first edition of “Explorations in Quantum Computing” the field has blossomed into a rich and diverse body of knowledge, and tremendous progress has been made on building functional quantum computer hardware. Yet I find that a discussion of applications of quantum computers still remains...


		

Fundamentals of Multicore Software Development (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2011

	With multicore processors now in every computer, server, and embedded device, the need for cost-effective, reliable parallel software has never been greater. By explaining key aspects of multicore programming, Fundamentals of Multicore Software Development helps software engineers understand parallel programming and master...
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